DATE: June 28th, 2011

SUBJECT: Guide Rod Auto-Oiler Kit P/N 98410489

RATING: (Action is required) (Action is optional)

DIRECTIVE ALERT INFORMATION PRODUCT IMPROVEMENT
(Potential Problem) (Enhance Product)

MACHINE MODEL(S): CX Hammers
C-CX Hammer Conversions
99C Spikers

SERIAL NUMBER(S): CX Hammer S/N 410500-410898, 410906-410950, 410954-410955, and 410958-410961
C-CX Conversion, all except S/N410111RB-UG, 410215RB-UG, and 410220RB-UG-4102223RB-UG

SUMMARY: A kit has been developed that automatically lubes the guide rod bushings, thereby increasing bushing life.

Kit 98410489 includes all parts necessary as well as installation instructions. Some welding is required.

Replacement oil containers are available by ordering P/N 3805250-630.

OPERATIONAL IMPACT: None

ACTION: Customer install would be required. Allow approximately 8 hours for installation on all four guns.

WARRANTY: None